
 
 
 
 
 

Model 600A Forearm Crutch 
 

Please  fill out the  form  completely  so we  can make  appropriate suggestions  and  evaluate your 

needs.  If the form is not filled out, your order cannot be placed or fulfilled. 

Step 1. Measure for X and Y to add together to get Z: 
 

“X” =  Dimension is measured from the TOP of the handle where your palm rests to the TOP OF THE 

CUFF at the back of the crutch. Ideally, the top of the back of the cuff should rest on the forearm about 3 

inches below the point of the elbow on the backside of your arm for an average height adult. This part of 

the fitting is not an exact science. Our goal is to get the cuff to fit onto the largest part of the forearm, 

but not too near the fold of the elbow on the inside of your arm. The “X” measurement posted on this 

form is used with a formula to determine length of the upper part of the crutch. When you receive your 

crutch, it may not necessarily reflect the “X' measurement on the form. 
 

“Y” = Dimension is measured from the TOP of the handle to the BOTTOM OF THE CRUTCH TIP. This 

measurement will be reflected in the actual crutch. 

'”Z” = = Total length of crutch measured from the top of the cuff to the bottom of the tip.   (X+Y=Z) 

Note: If unable to get these dimensions from an existing crutch, take these measurements with 

individual in very upright position and shoulders back. 
 

Step 2. Custom Crutch Measurements: Fill in the blanks using the above measurements! 
 

X              ” + Y               ” = Z                ” Total Inches 
You must fill in these blanks 

 
Step 3. Measure the following and fill in the blanks: 
Circumference of forearm at 3 to 4 inches  below elbow                        inches 

 
Length from wrist to  point of elbow:                  inch.. (Backside) 

Length from wrist to fold of elbow:                    inches (Inside.) 

Weight of customer:                           lbs.            Customer Height:              ’              ” 

This is a custom fixed height crutch, This item is non-adjustable and non-refundable. 

Please fax back this information to: 678-254-1791 or email to order@rehabmart.com 
 

Note: This is not an order. This form is for informational purposes only. 

(if you place no order, attach this form to your Purchase Order.) 
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